Vibrotactile and electrotactile perception of time-varying pulse trains.
To establish the best strategy for transmitting speech-derived information via a single tactile channel, measurements were made on the perception of frequency- and/or amplitude-modulated pulse-train stimuli, with a comparison of the electrotactile and vibrotactile modalities. In one experiment, vibrotactile perception of 2-oct step changes in stimulus frequency was found to be significantly better than electrotactile on a time-scale appropriate for the transmission of speech features (e.g., with practiced subjects, information transfer of 69% with 200-ms vibrotactile stimuli, 32% with 200-ms electrotactile stimuli). Perception of step changes in stimulus amplitude was similar in the two modalities when changes in amplitude were tailored to match the different dynamic ranges available. In a second experiment, vibrotactile-perception of voice fundamental frequency with various codings was investigated. Both experiments showed information transfer for vibrotactile stimuli to be greater when frequency and amplitude modulation were used together rather than with one or the other in isolation (sentence-stress identification scores: 66% for FM stimuli, 69% for AM stimuli, 80% for FM/AM stimuli). It is concluded that frequency- and amplitude-modulated vibratory stimulation is a good choice in a practical device for the profoundly hearing impaired.